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What are your views about our proposed approach to setting the 2023–24 Victorian 

Default Offer? 

Set an inbuilt bias which motivates investors and prospectus away from fossil fuel and into 

renewable energy.  If any of the EXXON et al affiliates think that have a right of complaint against 

prejudice then remend them if they had not lied to all of us for 50 years and handicapped our 

process to change away from black lung, child abuse, and suicidal  future by arson, then such 

drastic decisions would not have been necessary 

Do you think that the costs associated with the Australian Energy Market Operator’s 

June 2022 interventions in the wholesale market should be reflected in the Victorian 

Default Offer? Why/Why not? 

Yes 

There will be a cost in turning all things gas or fossil fuel based into electricity derived from 

renewables and battery storage systems, but the long term benefits far outweigh the destruction of 

life paid in doing otherwise, whether we still live to see it or dies with remorse as it grows worse.  

The damage done by using children in coal mines as never been compensated and the price of 

remediation for global abuse for 500 years has not even been considered.  This issue is  huge as 

the mistakes writ in genocide and mass extinction and failure to respect the wisdom of the locals 

arrogantly inflicted with our diseases and our ignorance. 

What are your views on using a variation mechanism for market intervention costs? 

The more probably "green" is environmentally friendly before decomposing, the more the return of 

favourable result with ethic balanced to reward innovation and initiative, and motivation to cease 

paying arsonists to kill us all slowly with their greed. 

Capitalism and Consumerism is a far bigger killer than population growth, because everyone 

cannot own a private golf course or 3vmitor vehicles and still breath fresh air and promote a 

healthy quality of life instead of servitude by a standard designed by slave traders and feudal 
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usurer cringe promoters of fluff and tinsel candy stores, with fear and dread on the opposite side of 

the legal tender. 

Do you think we should make changes to our retail cost benchmarks? Why/Why not? 

Yes 

How far outside the envelope can we go before we become civilised enough to value sentience in 

other creatures than those we see in a mirror? 

Do you think we should make changes to our customer acquisition and retention cost 

benchmark? Why/Why not? 

No 

Recognition of the difficulty to life animal consciousness up from gonads and stomach, it might not 

be possible to put wisdom and enlightenment on the market without being slapped across the face 

with wet soggy lettuce in a mouldy flood. 

Do you think we should publish consultation papers in addition to our draft decision 

papers in future Victorian Default Offer reviews? Why/Why not? 

Yes 

You are going to need more staff. 

Are there any other matters the commission should look into? 

Yes, please explain why 1914 to 1918 only bought the Tsar to an end, and why if this even were 

sane and not a boon growth adaptation my duPont and Monsanto to  sell chemical weapons on the 

open market and wipe out 69% of life from the mullusk and insects up, and then please explain 

why I'm off my bean whilst Donald Trump is courting Putin for 30 pieces of silver worth of all our 

flesh to a brothel.  Sanity my kindred species throng, is the final frontier, whilst degrees of unsanity 

is all we have known so far. 

We have a mind like quantum physics, we take advantage of having it but no idea how to use it. 

No point my clinging to pricacy, whatever the rant and the judgement, because I am losing the 

liberty to breath, albeit slowly, and I may as well have my say while I still can. Entropy has me by 

the atrophy due to empathy refusing to become apathy, however much easier it be to sleep were 

this not so. 

May judgement be righteous and fossilised sunshine stay million of years locked in the ground. We 

can't run it's machines except be getting run over by them like excess road pizza already is. 

 


